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Abstract 

 
Cultivating Community: 

Socially Responsible Pedagogy in the Devising Process 

 

Emily Aguilar Thomas, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor: Roxanne Schroeder-Arce 

 

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, statistics show that young people are 

experiencing sexual violence at the hands of adults and often do not tell anyone about 

their experiences (“Reporting of Sexual Violence Incidents”). Weaving research and 

practice in sexual violence and Applied Theatre, this case study explores the process of 

building community among participants while learning through and about these key 

content areas. Through a devising process that worked toward creating an original 

Applied Theatre program for young audiences, the researcher interrogates how enacting 

socially responsible pedagogy informed the process and nurtured a learning community. 

Enacting a critically-engaged pedagogy, this document invites artists, practitioners and 

pedagogues to consider how a feminist pedagogy might shape a socially-engaged art-

making process and incite participants to take constructive action in their communities.  
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Chapter 1: La Tierra 

A little plot of land. Nestled within a shared space, community members 

recognize an opportunity for collaboration. Together, they prep the soil, map each 

section, dig, and plant. However modest, this land makes them work, and it also feeds 

them. It takes and it gives. Without their hands, heads, and hearts, it wouldn’t exist. 

In a community garden, members learn, explore, and create through collaboration. 

Within this case study I will explore the experience of participants as they learn, explore 

and create knowledge as a learning community. The foundation for the work outlined 

here was established long ago, before I was ever born or imagined, through the work of 

practitioners whose gardens still grow. Rooted in my own identity are moments and 

experiences that have been intimately and malevolently written onto my history. Taken 

together, these gardens are from where my contribution stems. This work is an effort to 

contribute to the vast landscape of gardens already planted. I am inspired by Black 

feminist scholars such as bell hooks and Chicana feminist Gloria Anzaldúa. Their 

groundbreaking scholarship, which work against traditional Western definitions of 

scholarly discourse, is heavily pulled upon here. Like these writers before me, it is an 

impossibility for me to theorize and make meaning of experiences without honoring the 

forms through which my ideas take shape. As a result, my writing style here is 

intentionally my own. My contribution is and will forever be a feminist one: personal and 

political. 
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CHOOSING OUR PLOT  

This case study explores the experience of participants in an applied learning 

environment in which socially responsible pedagogy was enacted. Building upon theory 

developed by Paula M. Selvester and Deborah G. Summers in their book Socially 

Responsible Literacy: Teaching Adolescents for Purpose and Power, I define socially 

responsible pedagogy as a feminist pedagogy that invites learners to constructively 

generate knowledge through the critical interrogation of identity and power dynamics. 

This theory is the foundation upon which this case study is designed and through which I 

facilitated a semester-long independent study course. The impetus for this case study is 

personal and political. As a pedagogue, I am committed to creating space for student 

voices to be privileged in a learning environment. This not only means allowing for 

students to offer their perspectives, but also creating opportunities for their lived 

experiences to guide the meaning that is created in the room. As an artist, I am hoping to 

build upon the critical work already happening in Applied Theatre as a field, and 

socially-engaged work at large. In addition to socially responsible pedagogy, this case 

study builds on the work of Paulo Freire, bell hooks, Augusto Boal, Gloria Anzaldúa, 

Lynn Hoare, Michael Rohd, and countless others, to posit the following questions: 

1. How might socially responsible pedagogy facilitate community-building among 

participants in a devising process? 

2. How does socially responsible pedagogy inform ethical considerations when 

devising around emotionally challenging content? 

3. What is the relationship between socially responsible pedagogy and participants’ 

identities as artist-activists within an Applied Theatre model? 

Practitioners before me have created the practical and theoretical foundation upon 

which my own work is built. Still, the questions posed above stem from my desire to fill 
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a gap in seemingly disparate areas of research and practice with young people and 

communities. The idea for this research project came to me the way ideas often do: 

suddenly, without warning, and leaving me with questions. Inspired by the work of Lynn 

Hoare, the Theatre for Dialogue Specialist within the Voices Against Violence1 program 

at UT, my brain crashed against the work I did not see happening with young people. 

Hoare created Get Sexy Get Consent, an interactive theatre program, to engage college 

students in dialogue around sexual consent. Could I use a similar approach to invite 

young people to dialogue about sexual violence? Doing so required me to build upon 

existing social justice pedagogies and approaches to devising that might help me navigate 

this content in a responsible way. I knew that this would be tricky. I also knew that few 

were doing it.  

 The course I created challenged participants to explore content through which to 

devise an Applied Theatre program for youth. Navigating two key content areas, sexual 

violence and Applied Theatre, participants worked to devise a theatre program 

encouraging youth to consider reporting sexually violent experiences. The student 

learning objectives outlined in the syllabus I created were as follows: 

1. Define and critique rape culture and how it perpetuates violence, particularly 

against marginalized groups including young people and women. 

2. Define feminism and how it works against rape culture and violence. 

3. Recognize and redefine definitions of sexual violence. 

4. Identify and employ appropriate supportive responses to a survivor and offer 

resources. 

                                                
1 Voices Against Violence (VAV) is a program within the Counseling and Mental Health Center at the 
University of Texas at Austin. VAV provides programming in primary prevention, response, outreach and 
activism to address issues of interpersonal violence. (http://www.cmhc.utexas.edu/VAV) 
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5. Explore strategies for engaging a community in dialogue through the arts, 

specifically through theatre and drama. 

6. Describe the use for theatre and drama to explore social justice issues, and 

demonstrate the use of theatre as a tool for dialogue and social justice. 

7. Generate original Theatre for Dialogue scenes rooted in research and social 

responsibility. (Thomas, “Devising Theatre for Dialogue”) 

With these student learning objectives in mind, we can survey the theories that informed 

my own pedagogy.  

NEIGHBORING GARDENS, THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 

In their book, Socially Responsible Literacy: Teaching Adolescents for Purpose 

and Power, authors Paula M. Selvester and Deborah G. Summers present a framework 

for socially responsible pedagogy, or SRP, that is applicable across all areas of teaching 

and learning. Rooted in critical theory (Paulo Freire) and constructivism (Lev Vygotskiĭ), 

the soil for SRP is the fundamental belief that “to remain motivated and engaged as 

learners, [students] must believe that they have the freedom, ability, and power to voice 

their opinions and be assured that their voices are valued” (Selvester 19). Critical theory 

and constructivism, in combination, make up what Selvester and Summers call socially 

responsible pedagogy. 

In order to create a socially responsible learning environment, I parsed out what 

SRP truly is. While Selvester and Summers focus their research on adolescent literacy 

and education, I see that this approach to teaching and learning needs to be applied 

through all content areas. So far there has been little additional research done about 

learners experiences with socially responsible pedagogy. In my own research, I have not 

found any documentation of this pedagogy enacted with learners in an artistic and 
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explicitly feminist learning environment. Selvester and Summers posit that “a socially 

responsible pedagogy is engagement, participation, and ultimately the actions that arise 

from this knowledge” (31). I entered this research process because I wanted to 

responsibly create a socially-engaged theatre piece. What makes SRP unique is that 

“socially responsible pedagogy addresses the important issues of gender, race, and class, 

and it invites students to inquire about power, its genesis, and its legitimacy” (Selvester 

29). Creating a program that values the voices and multiple experiences of a young 

audience required me to construct a socially responsible learning environment to create 

the program within.  

Constructivism, the other part of a socially responsible pedagogy, is a learning 

theory initially developed by Lev Vygotskiĭ which posits that people get to a deeper 

understanding of a concept when meaning is socially constructed. Since constructivism 

suggests that knowledge is constructed, rather than acquired, the teacher or facilitator(s) 

must also engage as learners in the construction of knowledge alongside the other 

learners in the room. This is based in part on Vygotskiĭ’s seminal book in education, 

Mind in Society: The Development of Higher Psychological Processes, which advocates 

for social constructivism. This theory cautions against the input and output model of 

banking education which positions the teacher as the expert, and instead invites the 

teacher to disrupt this power dynamic by joining in the co-creation of knowledge with the 

students. For my purposes, I connect constructivism to feminist theatre pedagogy, 

sometimes called feminist performance pedagogy, and drama-based pedagogy2, though 

acknowledging that Vygotskiĭ did not do so.  Longtime feminist educator Berenice Malka 

Fisher states, “Feminist pedagogy is…teaching that engages students in political 
                                                
2 Drama-based pedagogy (DBP) “uses active and dramatic approaches to engage students in aesthetic, 
affective, and academic learning through dialogic meaning-making in all areas of the curriculum” 
(Dawson).    
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discussions of gender injustice” (44). It is the desire to enact social justice through 

teaching and learning, which is the foundation for Applied Theatre. Ann Elizabeth 

Armstrong and Kathleen Juhl, co-authors of Radical Acts; Theatre and Feminist 

Pedagogies of Change, state that “A feminist theatre pedagogy suggests that what we do 

with our bodies on the stage has the potential to reverberate and transform both the artists 

who make the representations and the community members who witness them” (7). By 

engaging in feminist performance pedagogy, we have rich potential for reverberation. 

Like constructivism, critical theory is a politically charged learning theory that 

focuses on disrupting oppression, particularly as can be seen in the student/teacher 

relationship. Paulo Freire, who developed this theory, advocated heavily against the 

banking system of education which constructs students as receptacles into which 

information must be deposited and stored. In Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire posits 

that “knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the restless, 

impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the world, 

and with each other” (72). A radical pedagogue, Freire understood that meaning-making 

happens when power is dismantled and learners, which includes the teacher, engage in 

social learning together. Freire further invites teachers and students to disrupt the 

common binary of student/teacher or one who holds no knowledge/one who holds all 

knowledge, and writes, “Education must begin with the solution of the teacher-student 

contradiction, by reconciling the poles of the contradiction so that both are 

simultaneously teachers and students” (72). Freire’s politics were rooted in 

constructivism and what we many educational theorists refer to today as culturally 

responsive pedagogy, which positions the unique experiences that students bring into the 

room as rich sources of knowledge.  
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 Equally critical to dismantling the dominant student/teacher relationship is my 

firm belief in engaging in the material in the way I ask participants to do so. Notable 

Black feminist scholar, writer and teacher bell hooks challenges teachers to situate 

themselves as vulnerable subjects alongside their students. In Teaching to Transgress she 

writes:   
When education is the practice of freedom, students are not the only ones who are 
asked to share, to confess.  Engaged pedagogy does not seek simply to empower 
students. Any classroom that employs a holistic model of learning will also be a 
place where teachers grow, and are empowered by the process. That 
empowerment cannot happen if we refuse to be vulnerable while encouraging 
students to take risks. . . In my classrooms, I do not expect students to take any 
risks that I would not take, to share in any way that I would not share. (21)  
 

Deeply inspired by Women of Color feminist pedagogues such as bell hooks, I worked to 

situate myself as a vulnerable subject throughout this process.  

Building on these theorists, socially responsible pedagogy encompasses both 

critical theory and constructivism to invite the teacher and learners to critically 

interrogate the world by actively constructing meaning together to affect change.  

Selvester and Summers write that “the art of a socially responsible pedagogy is 

thoughtful reflection and creative action that is inspired by a teacher’s critical inquiry of 

his or her own practice, and knowledge of students’ identity development, unique 

interests, and motivation” (32). Enacting SRP means critically interrogating my own 

pedagogy and its reverberation through and beyond the learning community. In an effort 

to enact socially responsible pedagogy throughout the research process, I worked to 

disrupt hegemonic power dynamics by positioning my work in relationship to the 
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participants as the subject of inquiry. With this in mind, I will situate myself as a 

participant throughout this document.   

Applied Theatre as Socially Responsible Pedagogy 

In this research process, participants were invited to engage in the devising 

process of an Applied Theatre program by engaging in Applied Theatre strategies.  Dani 

Snyder-Young, Applied Theatre artist and Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts at Illinois 

Wesleyan University, defines Applied Theatre as 

an umbrella term, often used to describe many practices including (but not limited 
to) Theatre of the Oppressed, classroom drama, theatre-in-education [TIE], 
community-based performance, prison theatre, Theatre for Development [TfD], 
political theatre, social theatre, educational theatre, engaged performance, and 
Theatre and Social Change, just to name a few… (4) 

In short, Applied Theatre is theatre that is applied to non-traditional contexts for non-

traditional purposes. While traditional Western notions of theatre can conjure images of 

wealth and status, Applied Theatre often engages people that do not identify as theatre 

artists to explore a question, theme, or narrative. In Applied Theatre, unlike in a rehearsal 

for a scripted play, participants typically start with a question or theme rather than 

starting from a script. Participants then explore that question or theme through theatrical 

devices. As mentioned earlier, our work built off of practitioners who are already pushing 

the field forward through innovative approaches to an alternative art form. Theatre in 

Education, or TIE, is a branch of Applied Theatre that most closely aligns with the 

program we hoped to create. Anthony Jackson, a leading British TIE practitioner, 

explains the use of TIE and gives context for how it connects here: 

The term TIE refers to the use of theatre for explicit educational purposes, closely 
allied to the school curriculum and mostly taking place in educational contexts-
Schools, colleges, youth clubs, sometimes museums and historic sites such as 
stately homes . . . it will usually involve some element of interaction with the 
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audience: it may be a short play followed by a workshop in which actors and 
children together explore some of the issues further, using a range of techniques 
such as the 'hot-seating' of characters from the play and 'forum theatre' exercises 
based on the theatre advocated by Augusto Boal . . . Whatever the age or the 
format, the young people do not watch as passive spectators but engage actively 
with the events they witness . . The type of interaction will usually be governed 
by the subject-matter of the program and by the targeted age range of the children. 
(49-50) 

 

While this specific form of interactive theatre that Jackson defines is created for young 

people, Theatre in Education as a term misses an opportunity to offer an accessible  

reference point that young audiences can relate to. Instead, the term Theatre in Education 

is more accessible to adults and educators as it highlights that the program will be both 

educational (and preferably curricular aligned) and theatrical. Building off of Jackson, 

Hoare has synthesized the way that she talks about the TIE programs she has created at 

UT.  When I came to UT for graduate school, I saw a performance of Get Sexy Get 

Consent, Hoare’s TIE model she developed to engage college students in dialogue around 

sexual consent.  Rather than calling it TIE, Hoare has created the term “Theatre for 

Dialogue”: 

Theatre for Dialogue shares the same theories, techniques and objectives as 
Theatre in Education (TIE). Both fit under the larger umbrella of Applied Theatre: 
theatre that happens in alternative, non-theatrical settings and works with a group 
or audience to confront an event, a relevant question, or a pressing issue (Taylor 
2003).   I could call this work TIE; however, the label 'Theatre for Dialogue' 
offers an instant reference for what will happen in the room.  Theatre for Dialogue 
creates opportunities for difficult discussions that help participants confront 
assumptions, gather information and make meaning around a topic or question- 
through the theatrical frame. (143) 

Hoare offers an accessible framework for interactive theatre, rooted in a feminist 

pedagogy. The program that we worked to create in this case study builds off of the 

framework established by Hoare, among other Applied Theatre practitioners. It became 
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our work as a community to first establish a safe and constructive learning environment 

before jumping into the devising process.   

PREPPING THE SOIL, METHODOLOGY 

A socially responsible pedagogy engages a multitude of diverse perspectives in its 

work toward social justice. In order to thrive as a learning community, we worked to 

create space for each member to bring their identities into the room. Participants who 

volunteered for this case study identified as theatre-makers, educators, actors, or were 

interested in interactive theatre and social justice. I specifically sent descriptive emails 

along with a flyer to academic advisors in departments such as Education, Theatre, Public 

Health, Women’s and Gender Studies, Social Work, and other related content areas, with 

the attached flyer. Of the people that contacted me, three undergraduate students were 

able to participate in the study. To protect their identity, each participant's first and last 

names have been changed, except for my own.  However, I offer each participant’s self-

identifying descriptions as a way to situate their positionality throughout this document.   

Each of the students were from different colleges and areas of study within the university:  

 
Antonia, American cisgender female, of European descent, born and raised in 
Texas, first-generation college student, family oriented, social justice educator, 
emotionally sensitive, theatre artist, writer, and freelance model 
 
Kalavati, South Asian American woman, queer desi, poet/dancer/storyteller, 
feminist, cisgender, daughter of immigrants aspiring English teacher.  
 
Bijli, cisgender female, U.S. citizen, Indian-American, straight (interested in men 
only), feminist, born in U.S., English speaking with fair knowledge of Hindi and 
Spanish, aspiring doctor, extroverted. (Thomas “Info from you!”) 

Each of these participants received full course credit for their participation. Knowing that 

I wanted a slightly larger group of participants, I recruited an incoming graduate student 
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from my own program who began her studies at the time that this research study began. 

This participant, Zoi, was a community-based theatre artist who also helped as my 

official research assistant, ensuring that data collection and session facilitation ran 

smoothly. Below, I include Zoi’s self-identifying description along with my own: 

 
Zoi, cisgender, white, English speaking, theatre artist, introvert 
 
Emily, Chicana feminista, cisgender, U.S citizen, born in Arizona and half raised 
in New York, first-generation college student, introverted, theatre artist, teaching 
artist, Applied Theatre practitioner. (Thomas “Info from you!”) 

Including myself, our combined group consisted of three people who identified as theatre 

artists before the study began, and two people to whom work in theatre would be 

completely new.   

Data generated and collected over the course of our semester together, which 

spanned from late August to early December, are organized and examined within three 

categories: Class Sessions, Outside Work, and Reflections. The majority of our class 

sessions were video and audio recorded for research. Additionally, participants were 

responsible for reading the assigned course texts, which were made accessible through a 

private online group Pinterest board. A collage and blog of sorts, our Pinterest3 board was 

a space of ongoing research and dialogue in the form of images, sounds, videos and text 

in response to a theme or idea we explored at any given time. This research could then be 

pulled into our devising process and conversations around each topic area. Participants 

kept individual reflective journals, which documented their process in the course. Some 

of their responses were facilitated by prompts I created, though participants were 

encouraged to reflect openly throughout the semester, sans prompt. Lastly, participants 

                                                
3 Pinterest is a visual website that allows you to link images to outside texts, websites, media, and other 
sources. (www.pinterest.com) 
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were invited to critically reflect on their overall experience in the course through a 

culminating written document, following our final session. Throughout this document, I 

will pull only upon our Class Sessions and Reflections so as to manage the scope of my 

findings.  

Given that this case study is about the experience of participants, including 

myself, I didn’t know exactly what I was looking for in the data beforehand. I employed a 

Descriptive Coding process for my data sets which allowed themes and ideas to emerge 

from the data. This enabled my data sets to tell me what they were, rather than placing 

established codes on data beforehand. In the process of coding my data, I found that I was 

applying Simultaneous Coding, or giving multiple codes to the same datum (Saldaña 80). 

This fell in line with my own pedagogy, as the making of meaning is contextual and often 

less organized than I might prefer. Overall, the type of process I employed to analyze my 

data is referred to as Grounded Theory.  

Thesis Organization 

In this chapter I offered an overview of the theoretical foundations and questions 

guiding my work, the soil from which the remainder of this document will grow. In the 

chapters that follow, I will examine my attempts to employ a socially responsible 

pedagogy and the ways which this pedagogy extended through and beyond our learning 

community. In Chapter 2, I will illustrate the scope and sequence of the course design 

and interrogate the ways which socially responsible pedagogy was working within our 

learning community. I will examine our Class Sessions and Reflections, with the 

exception of our performance sharing and final reflection, to interrogate how socially 

responsible pedagogy informed and emerged through our work throughout the course.   
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I will offer a critical investigation of our work to highlight how we navigated the 

shift from individual to collective meaning-making through our devising process. In 

Chapter 3, I will examine how socially responsible pedagogy invited us to confront 

challenging ethical considerations when devising our program and reflecting on our 

work.  Finally, in Chapter 4, I will illustrate specific limitations and privileges within this 

case study, and offer future considerations for Applied Theatre practitioners in examining 

their own pedagogy. Ultimately, I will reflect on how socially responsible pedagogy 

pushed participants to work toward critical thinking and creative action. 
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Chapter 2: Digging 

In this chapter, I will examine our community-building process in conversation 

with major theory upon which socially responsible pedagogy is grounded: critical theory 

and constructivism. As a pedagogue and researcher, socially responsible pedagogy 

required me to transparently position myself as a learner alongside my students. Selvester 

and Summers state that “in order to inquire of their practice, model, and teach students to 

do the same, teachers need to take a critical view that problematizes and challenges the 

status quo so that knowledge, skills, and social contexts can be examined for ways in 

which they effect students’ power to or have power over” (32). In socially responsible 

pedagogy, power to refers to the ways students and teachers critically deconstruct the 

world in order to identify the agency we hold to make change. In relationship to change, 

power over refers to the spaces we create for participants to identify systems and root 

causes which affect but do not eliminate our ability to create change. Socially responsible 

pedagogy does not privilege the typical “students,” inasmuch as it does not privilege the 

“teacher.” Instead, it invites us to work toward a decentralized positioning of knowledge-

-as something that is constructed amongst the bodies in the room rather than held by the 

teacher absolutely. A socially responsible pedagogue invites learners to critically 

interrogate their own knowledge systems as well as the teacher’s-- in order to create a 

community of change-makers. 

HANDS IN THE SOIL 
I remember how we moved throughout our sun-soaked classroom space, 

markers in hand, as instrumental music played in the background. 
Posters lined the room with the following prompts: 

I learn best when… 
When we engage in drama/theatre we… 

A hope I have is… 
Questions?? 
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I invited participants to silently offer written or visual responses to these prompts 
as a way to incite the dialogue to follow. 

This is was our first session. 
We moved carefully around one another, attempting to record our thoughts 

with some amount of discretion. 
There were five of us in the group. 

Our responses were anything but discrete. 

Reflecting on our first session above, I will begin by interrogating the initiating 

activity I used in our first session, a Poster Dialogue. Constructing a critically conscious 

learning community required me to identify what learners needed to feel successful. 

Poster Dialogue, a hands-on drama-based instruction tool for generating discussion, gives 

participants space to make their thinking visible and construct meaning as a community.   

In a Poster Dialogue we engage in non-verbal communication by writing responses to 

prompts on posters and affirming, questioning, or expanding upon one another’s 

responses on each poster. We then use our responses from the posters to enable a verbal 

discussion. By scaffolding the activity in this way, participants engage in low-risk 

dialogue while reflecting on individual and collective positionalities. The prompt, I learn 

best when, worked to identify what each participant needed to feel successful as learners. 

Through this prompt we established that most of us learn best when we feel that our 

learning is valued by others and when our learning can be applied to our work in other 

spaces (Thomas, “Session 1.”). Engaging in drama-based pedagogy, a fundamentally 

constructivist approach to teaching and learning, allowed us to engage deeply in our 

content while also facilitating community building. In one of her earliest journals, a 

participant reflected, “We have created an ensemble right off the bat and that is definitely 

helpful to the kinds of work we are doing. We are all contributing and listening to each 

others’ ideas” (Antonia. Journal, n.d., 3. Austin.). Here, Antonia recognized that in order 

to contribute to our learning as a group, it was necessary for us to establish an ensemble. 
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In our work, we used the terms ensemble, community, and group interchangeably, 

understanding that they each specifically referred to the safe space of practice we created 

together. 

The Poster Dialogue offered a platform from which to address the given 

circumstances of our group: “We’re all ladies here...how will that affect the 

work?”(Thomas, “Session 1.”). An interesting limitation of this study was that all of the 

participants identified as cisgender4 females. While our group consisted of participants 

whose sexual orientation positioned us as part of the LGBTQIA5 community, we 

discussed the limitations that not having multiple gender identities within our group 

might present for our work. We acknowledged this as a group and committed to doing the 

kind of feminist thinking that having only cisgender females present made necessary. 

This kind of responsible interrogation was the basis for not only what kind of work we 

did together, but also how we did it. As a feminist pedagogue, I took time to work with 

the group to establish a safe space before moving into our devising work. The ability to 

create a space where participants felt free to take risks was made easier by the fact that 

there were only five of us. While our shared identity as cisgender females was a 

limitation to our work in gender justice, almost all members of our group acknowledged 

our shared identity in their journals following our first session. We also all acknowledged 

feeling safe or excited about the course and the participants in our first journal entry or 

shortly thereafter (Antonia, Bijli, Kalavati, Zoi, Thomas, Journals, 28 August 2014).  I 

wondered if the absence of cisgender males in our space contributed to early feelings of 

                                                
4 Cisgender is a term used to identify a person whose gender identity aligns with their assigned gender at 
birth. In the case referred to, each of the participants identified as female, and are also assigned female. 
5 LGBTQIA: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender/Transsexual, Queer/Questioning, Intersex, 
Asexual/Allied 
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safety and enthusiasm for each of the participants, though this was not explicitly stated by 

any. 

A productive learning environment is one in which participants feels safe in 

bringing their whole selves into the room. One of the ways that we worked to establish a 

safe space was through daily “check-ins.” A check-in is a way for participants to let 

everyone else know how we are entering the room, and what we are bringing in with us. 

In a check-in, participants are each given a few uninterrupted minutes at the beginning of 

our session to offer their thoughts or feelings with the group, or to “pass” on this time if 

they feel inclined. This time also allowed us to learn about one another’s lives outside of 

our shared space, which enabled us to build relationships upon which to work. For us, 

check-ins were a vital part of our practice. Here, Bijli identifies the socio-emotional 

impact of our space on her life and her own learning: “I like the check ins and check outs 

we do-- I am always eager to both share and listen to how life is for us at that current 

moment” (Bijli Journal, n.d.) The check-out she refers to became a particularly important 

pedagogical tool, as it allowed participants to share with me and one another what they 

were taking with them into their lives as they left our sessions.   

A socially responsible pedagogy is concerned not only with what students are 

bringing into the room, but also what they take from it. Since the topic areas we explored 

often required participants to dig deeply into emotional spaces, we worked together to 

make sure that we left each session feeling emotionally and mentally healthy. To 

facilitate this, I always led a closing activity that was completely unrelated from our 

content that day, to allow participants to disconnect from the content we navigated. After 

an emotionally challenging session, Kalavati reflected in her journal, “I’m glad we ended 

class the way we did.  It broke the tension for sure and I feel very close to all the women 

in the class. I like being silly with everyone.  I like the spaces we create and the joy and 
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fun moments we find in the middle of a serious issue” (Kalavati journal, 23 September 

2014). Balancing our emotions with our work was a process that took continuous 

patience, and contributed to keeping our space safe. Following each closing activity were 

check-outs. Daily check-outs were just as important as check-ins as they required us to be 

conscious of the impact our work had on each of us. 

NOURISHING THE SOIL 

A socially responsible pedagogy balances deep critical engagement and safe 

navigation of emotional content.  As previously stated, our course was organized into two 

central content areas, which were often explored simultaneously. When participants 

learned about sexual violence, I worked to take them through carefully structured session 

plans that challenged us to engage deeply in content without being emotionally 

traumatized or triggered6 by the material. While I didn’t know at the time if any of my 

participants were survivors of gender-based violence, I moved through session plans 

familiar with the reality of this statistic--out of the five of us, one or two could be 

(“Statistics”). With this in mind, I was responsible for giving participants a trigger 

warning, which allowed them to prepare for difficult content ahead. In designing this 

course I was careful not to choose texts for participants to read that could be triggering, 

and instead invited them to engage in texts and research that we could safely apply and 

activate through our devising process. Regardless, some participants found the material to 

be emotionally challenging and as a result would disengage in order to protect 

themselves.  After reading a case study that highlighted personal reporting processes that 

young girls went through after a sexually violent experience, one participant reflected on 

                                                
6 Triggering content can be content that takes participants back to a traumatic event based on the material 
in present time. In some cases this means that a participant becomes unable to engage in the material in the 
present time.  
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her process of disengaging with the text. “When I started engaging a little more, I got a 

little more emotional, but I think that was important. It was really necessary for me to be 

empathetic so that I could understand how important it was for the girls in the case study 

to be able to tell their stories and feel safe” (Kalavati Journal, 25 September 2014).  As a 

class, we began attuning to the moments throughout the course when we felt angry, 

overwhelmed, sad, even joyful, as these moments were often inviting us to lean into the 

material in a deeper or different way. 

Learning about Applied Theatre through Applied Theatre allowed us to expand 

our learning and our collective capabilities. As a group, we faced the interesting 

challenge of learning about the art of Applied Theatre while also using it as a tool of 

inquiry for other key content areas: sexual violence and education. I was careful and clear 

to challenge our group to create realistic scenarios that could initiate dialogue with an 

audience while not actually staging violence. Utilizing the Texas educational standards, 

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), allowed us to create developmentally 

appropriate activating scenes for our young audiences. Michael Rohd, a leading scholar-

practitioner in the field of Applied Theatre, writes in his Theatre for Community, Conflict 

& Dialogue: The Hope Is Vital Training Manual that activating scenes “do not show 

what to do. [They do] not have a message. [They ask] what can be done” (97). Expanding 

upon Rohd’s approach, we used case studies, scholarly and popular articles, published 

books and educational standards as source material for each activating scene we created. 

DIGGING IN, DIGGING UP 
So what do you like to be called? 

Antonia, that’s my name. 
Aguilar, Eagle, from Mexico. 

I would be a bird. 
Irish queen, Zoi Smyth. 
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Common Indian name. 
Master is cool. 

You don't hear it all the time. 
It’s representative even though it’s not my blood name. 

I love my name. 
Appreciate 

Pride 
Beloved 
Emily 

Zoi 
Bijli 

Kalavati 
Antonia 

Patel 
Smyth 

Aguilar 
Redhouse 
Master. 

          (Thomas, “Session 2.”) 

Establishing a learning environment where participants felt valued required me to 

create intentional opportunities for participants to learn about one another’s identities.  

The above poem is the end to a collective poem we created in our second session, 

through a community-building activity that I adapted, titled Story of Your Name. In this 

activity, we each were given time to think of a story behind our first, middle or last 

names, or a story about our names as a whole. We were then invited to share our stories 

with the group in an informal sitting circle. We each told our story once. As listeners, our 

job was exactly that--just to listen. We each then told our stories again, and had agency to 

change, shift, add to, or take away any piece of the story we told initially. This second 

time around, our role as listeners expanded: we were invited to scribe images, phrases, or 

words (verbatim or inspired by the story) that resonated with us. I gave each listener four 

note cards on which to scribe as we listened, the contents of which we used to improvise 
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the collective poem above. This activity allowed us to witness some pieces of one 

another’s histories, while allowing us to examine how our stories are similar or different, 

connected or disconnected. In Story of Your Name, participants share their stories and 

have people witness and participate in reflection upon these stories. Storytelling enables 

us to find connections to and through one another. It also allows us to think about the 

kinds of stories we tell others, and which stories get privileged as “stories” (in the 

hegemonic understanding of the word)--as worth telling. Antonia reflected that “the story 

about your name...it’s not one you’re always telling...” (Thomas, “Session 2.”). And yet, 

when we told our stories and heard each other’s stories, we realized that each of us holds 

a significant amount of pride in the stories of our names and in our names themselves. 

Each of our names is rooted in a history which connects us to people, places, and times. 

By making space for these connections to be shared, we were able to grow new 

connections to one another. Zoi stated, “There really are a lot of things that connect our 

stories. And I think doing that made that really apparent” (Thomas, “Zoi: Session 3”). 

This activity serves as an example of the kind of work required in creating a safe, 

constructive learning environment in which all participants feel valued. 

Framing violence as an embodied performance of the dynamics between power 

and privilege allowed us to interrogate our own understandings of power and privilege. 

Acknowledging that violence against young people that is perpetrated by adults is 

inherently an issue of oppression, or the use of power, we began by interrogating our own 

understandings of power and privilege through their relationship to each other. The chart 

below is a transcribed version of the chart we created on poster paper during our sixth 

class session in an effort to define and separate power and privilege (Thomas, “Session 

6.”). 
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Power Privilege 

Ø authority 
Ø ability to change something 
Ø influence 
Ø dependent on context 
Ø power institutions (schools, 

universities, government, marriage, 
military) 

Ø control 
Ø independence, autonomy, freedom 
Ø strength 
Ø responsibility 
Ø “absolute power corrupts 

absolutely” 

Ø Language (English as First Language) 
Ø Having Power 
Ø Age 
Ø Citizenship/Nationality (USA, Western 

culture) 
Ø Not having to recognize that you have 

privilege 
Ø Tangible wealth/credit 
Ø Intangible wealth (resources, capital) 
Ø Religious (Christian) 
Ø Race (White), Colorism (shades of lighter 

skin) 
Ø Cisgender 
Ø Male (father, head of household) 
Ø Able-bodied (appearance, “normalized” body) 
Ø Family legacy/Class (Access-- i.e. to 

healthcare) 
Ø Neurotypical privilege (financial, literacy, 

Education) 
Ø Soft Skills (social capital) 
Ø Heterosexual (married) 
Ø Voting 
Ø Extroverted 
Ø No records of incarceration 
Ø Normative family structure 
Ø Emotional literacy 
Ø Regionalism (i.e. prejudiced against the south) 

Table 1: Power/Privilege Brainstorm 

Through our comparisons above, we can deduce that our understanding of privilege is in 

relationship to power, or the characteristics that a person holds which facilitate their 

access to power in most spaces. For instance, a person whose first language is English, is 

a citizen of the U.S., and is able-bodied may have greater access to power and resources 

than someone whose second language is English, is not a citizen of the U.S., and has a 

disability (whether visible or invisible). In fact, the privileged person’s power within this 
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given scenario (U.S. Citizen, English as first language, able-bodied), exists because it is 

constructed against the less privileged person’s existence. Before moving into exploring 

or embodying these concepts, we made sure we interrogated our knowledge as a class in 

order to move forward with some shared understanding. Following this activity, I invited 

the group to think of a moment in our lives when we were either very aware of our own 

power or very aware of someone else’s power. I prompted participants to think of a 

moment they would feel comfortable sharing with the group, which meant something 

different to each person. Once each of us had a specific moment in mind, we were invited 

to share it with the group. For some, this again became a moment of witnessing, as some 

participants shared moments of violence committed against themselves or others for the 

first time. In fact, all participants shared a moment of either physical, sexual, or verbal 

violence. Each person chose a moment to share in which they felt powerless rather than 

powerful. In retrospect, I’m wondering if this choice in story might be connected to our 

identities as cisgender females, given the reality that female-identified bodies are often 

less privileged in our society than other bodies, and therefore have less access to power. 

Dr. Christen Smith, Assistant Professor of African and African Diaspora Studies at the 

University of Texas, defines witnessing in her forthcoming book, Afro-Paradise: The 

Black Body, Violence and Performance in Brazil, as “radical engagement in pain and 

suffering with others to build a spiritual community” (Smith n.p.). At the time, this 

sharing and witnessing of pain and suffering offered each person a community to receive 

their story while also helping to strengthen our newly established community. 

Regrettably, I did not tell participants beforehand that I would invite the group to bring a 

moment to life, although some may have deduced this given the previously assigned 

reading on activating scenes. Consequently, I struggled through questions after each story 

was shared. I asked myself: If I encourage the group not to bring one of these violent 
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histories to life, am I silencing their stories? Should I protect them from re-experiencing 

the trauma of these events, which performing each moment might incite? My instincts in 

this moment were to decide for the group that we would bring my own story to life, rather 

than theirs, given that the moment I chose to share was not a moment of overt violence. I 

felt troubled in making this decision for the group, and I transparently acknowledged this 

struggle with them. A similar struggle is articulated by Julie Salverson in A Boal 

Companion, who writes that the facilitator must “walk the delicate balance between 

honouring the stories of the group members while not withholding the political, 

theatrical, and pedagogical expertise that brought us to the workshop in the first place” 

(148). In the moment, we agreed that it was best for our purposes to use my story. In 

retrospect, I realize that the act of telling their stories might have been, for some, a 

moment of power over the event. And maybe that was enough. 

Choosing a moment of complicated power and privilege dynamics offered us a 

challenging opportunity to interrogate these concepts while building our devising skills as 

an ensemble. The story I shared was when I, chosen to act as my younger brother’s 

guardian for a meeting between him and his (white, male) high school guidance 

counselor, felt powerless by the counselor’s passive-aggressive exertion of power over 

my brother (Mexican-American, male). While the counselor was not physically violent, 

he intimidated my brother and treated him like a problem. Myself a (young, female, 

Mexican-American) witness, acting as a guardian but not truly being one, I felt stuck.  

The purpose of exploring this moment was to begin learning what it means to stage and 

create an activating scene, while also attending to the complicated power dynamics 

throughout the event.  I invited the group to stage three concrete moments: 

1. The inciting event (The first moment. What got us here?) 

2. The moment of conflict (What happened?) 
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3. The reaction(s) to the conflict. (How might each person immediately feel?) 

By staging these three moments separately, we were working our devising 

muscles and interrogating power and privilege through embodied learning. We began by 

creating frozen images, or tableaux, of the inciting event: #1. I asked, What did this initial 

moment look like? How can we use our bodies to communicate power and relationships 

to power? 
 

  

Figure 1: Inciting Event 

We worked together as a team to offer ideas, try them out, and decide which 

images resonated with us the most. In Figure 1, Antonia (left) plays me and Zoi (right) 

plays my mother, who asks me to attend the meeting in her place. 
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Figure 2: Moment of Conflict 

We subbed one another in and out of images so that each participant could really 

“read” each image and make meaning from it. In Figure 1.2, Antonia (playing me, center) 

sits next to my brother (played by Bijli, left). Both characters listen as the counselor 

(Kalavati, far right) tells my brother everything he is doing wrong at school. 
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Figure 3: Reaction to Conflict 

I remember a suggestion being made for the final moment (1.3) that seemed to me 

abstract rather than concrete. My instinct was to assert what I thought I already knew to 

be “right.”  Instead, I invited the group to try out the suggestion and decide what we 

thought of the image after it was created. When we did, we found that it was abstract, and 

also very powerful.  Figure 1.3 shows a clear power dynamic and emotional resonance.  

Antonia (as me, center) sits on the ground, shoulders hunched forward, representing the 

feeling of defeat and being stuck in the middle. Bijli, left, stays seated and does not 

change her initial position, representing the fearful immobility my brother might have felt 

in this moment. Kalavati (right) maintains the power in the scene, pointing her finger and 

literally towering over the other two bodies. We kept this image. After establishing our 
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three images, we decided to “forum” them, a term used in Theatre of the Oppressed7 for 

subbing out the oppressed person to transform the situation.  We brought the images to 

life, turning them into scenes and working through suggestions for transforming the 

situation from one of oppression and power over a person to liberation and power to 

change the situation. By choosing a complicated moment that would not traumatize the 

members of the group and working through alternative situations, we began building our 

skills as a devising ensemble and exploring what it feels like to stage difficult narratives. 

Despite my own politics and attempt to employ socially responsible pedagogy, 

one participant highlighted the challenges we faced in moving through this work while 

taking care of ourselves and one another.  Following this particular session, Zoi grappled 

with the experience in her journal, writing, 

There’s a real sense of trust amongst all of us. It’s hard for me sometimes because 
we are dealing so much with identity and power and privilege, and that can bring 
up some very difficult memories for me.  But it is a safe space, so I feel that that 
has made all the difference. I will say that if a memory is drummed up in this 
class for me, it tends to stick with me, and that can be difficult. (Zoi, Journal, 18 
September 2014)  

I remember feeling particularly frustrated at my own inability to sense Zoi’s perspective 

and needs throughout our work. Following a different session, she expressed her struggle 

to grapple with ethical considerations surrounding our project as a whole. I reflected on 

this comment in my own journal, writing, “I am left with wanting a way for the unethical 

consequences of not doing this [work] to be greater, and seem greater to my participants, 

than the ethics of participation in difficult dialogues with young people around this topic” 

(Thomas, Journal, 2 October 2014).  The tension between what I saw as ethical and what 

                                                
7 Theatre of the Oppressed (TO), named by Brazilian practitioner Augusto Boal, is an interactive and 
improvisational branch of Applied Theatre. In TO, a Joker, or facilitator, invites audience members to 
change the action onstage through participation.   
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Zoi or people outside of our group saw as ethical is an element we continued to struggle 

with throughout our process. 

Nonetheless, the community-building activities and difficult dialogues outlined in 

this chapter served, among others, as the foundation for our devising work as the 

semester progressed.  Armed with the tools to begin digging into devising an original 

Applied Theatre program, we brought the tensions and questions we encountered in our 

first few months together. With the Applied Theatre program we worked toward creating, 

the objective was to invite young people to identify moments of oppression, identify who 

they could tell about a moment of oppression, and then actually tell that person or people 

until someone helps them. By engaging in embodied community-building activities while 

building our knowledge as artists, we established a foundation upon which to move into 

devising our program. Reflecting on the connections we built between members of our 

community, Kalavati writes, “I think that these connections were made stronger by the 

fact that we, as a group, created a safe space and all of us were able to bring our own life 

experiences into the room and use that energy to keep building and devising” (Kalavati, 

Course Reflection, 1-2, 12 December 2014). Learning through and about our diverse 

knowledge-bases allowed us to dig deeper into our content areas and enabled us to begin 

imagining what our community garden might look like.   

In this chapter I attempted to transparently interrogate challenging learning 

moments from our process, and how socially responsible pedagogy served our navigation 

of those moments. In the next chapter, I include rich descriptions of our devising process 

and a critical analysis of the work we created to share. Considering our performance 

sharing and post-performance reflections, I will analyze how socially responsible 

pedagogy was enacted in our final moments as a community.  
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Chapter 3: Planting 

As explored in the previous chapters, socially responsible pedagogy invited us to 

co-construct knowledge, interrogate oppressions, and maintain a flexible approach to the 

needs of our learning community. In this chapter, I will situate participants’ reflections 

amongst my own interrogation of our work. I will attend to the particular challenges we 

faced in creating our Applied Theatre program and the relationship between these 

challenges and our own identities. I conclude with a focus on the creative work we 

generated to share, as well as participants’ reflections on our semester as a whole.   

PREPARING TO PLANT 

Given that meaning is actively constructed amongst all members in a socially 

responsible learning environment, it was important for me to share the responsibility of 

teaching and learning with participants. One of the ways I invited participants to have 

agency and investment in our work was to share the responsibility of facilitating sessions. 

Each participant led warm-up exercises which were intentionally connected to the work 

we were exploring that day, and this helped them jump in as confident co-creators of our 

work. This also allowed participants to bridge their previous learning experiences to our 

work and actively apply their knowledge. As a Public Health student, Bijli reflected on 

the devising process in her journal from her specifically situated perspective, writing, 

“It’s almost like scientific inquiry and experimentation. You can draw on what you know 

and what you’ve learned from in the past to create better solutions with every failed try. 

Eventually, you find something you think will work” (n.d). By making space to actively 

explore the unique knowledge-base that each of us brought to the group, we each shared 

the responsibility of the group learning process. Validating our learning experience also 

required us to engage in documenting our learning process. One of the central ways that 
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we documented our devising process was by tracking our notes and questions on a large 

scroll. This scroll, three feet wide and several yards long, served as our collective 

memory each day. On this scroll we recorded notes, decisions, questions and ideas from 

each session to carry them into the next. It was on this scroll that we documented the 

characters we were creating, whose identities and given circumstances changed up until 

our final sharing. 

PLANTING SEEDS 

Enacting socially responsible pedagogy in the devising process meant creating 

opportunities for students to use the creation of characters and scenarios to explore 

identity. While we spent a significant portion of the semester building community and 

learning about the foundational content, over halfway into the semester we began 

creating characters that would be included in our devised program.  In an activity that Zoi 

led, she took us through a group brainstorm for creating characters which invited us to 

consider the given circumstances of a character’s life. By creating these given 

circumstances as a group, we were able to move forward from a shared space from which 

to imagine who this character might be. Being socially responsible means critically 

considering whose stories are privileged and the reasons that privilege exists. While we 

considered each character’s identity markers in conjunction, I will organize character 

identity markers separately, for clarity, here. Given that identity markers, such as race, 

are social constructs, we constructed categories of identity for our own understandings.  

Building from Alexander Weheliye’s theorization of “racializing assemblages,” I 

invited us to consider race during Zoi’s facilitation “not as a biological or cultural 

classification but as a set of sociopolitical processes that discipline humanity into full 

humans, not-quite-humans and non-humans,” or White, Brown, and Black (Weheliye). 
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This understanding of how race is certainly constructed in Western society allowed us to 

consider how other identity markers work alongside race. From here, we considered each 

character’s ethnicity: African American, Native American or Latin@, among others. 

Gender came next: Female, Male, Transgender. Class followed last: Low, Middle, Upper, 

or anywhere in between. Each of these elements informed the choices we made, or chose 

not to make, in regard to their given circumstances. We were careful to consider each 

character’s relationship to privilege and oppression. The three characters we came up 

with were: 

Jaylon, Black, African American, Male, Upper-middle class 

Taylor, White, Non-gender identifying, Lower socioeconomic status 

Maria, Brown, Mexican American, Female, Middle class 

Originally, Maria was named Sarah. However, the choice of naming presented an 

opportunity for students to think carefully about representation in all spaces and places. 

The name Maria has the potential to reflect a Latina female character, just as Taylor 

might represent a character of any gender in Western society. While at first we thought 

that the Taylor character was a transgender female, performing or identifying toward the 

masculine section of the spectrum, we reevaluated this initial choice given that gender 

identity is socially constructed. Taylor, who we decided was 11, would not necessarily 

identify as transgender in adolescence. Selvester and Summers write, “Gender...is one’s 

self-identity as it is related to the extent to which one relates to cultural definitions of 

masculinity and femininity” (45). After closer consideration, we decided that Taylor’s 

gender identity might be ambiguous to them8, as their gender identity was to us. We felt a 

responsibility to include this gender non-conforming character in our program, given that 

                                                
8 We chose “they/them” as pronouns for Taylor rather than “he/him” or “she/her”, given that we wanted to 
represent a character who does not identify on a gender binary.   
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our intended audience for this program would likely include young people on a spectrum 

of gender identities. We felt a similar responsibility to include a variety of racial and 

cultural identities, also given the unknown reality of the racial and cultural identities of 

our future audience. Representing intersectional characters offers young audiences 

multiple entry points into the program. It also offered us an opportunity to deconstruct 

our own understanding of identity and how we negotiate the multiple identity markers we 

carry. Additionally, we situated each character’s story within Austin, since this was the 

common context from which we all could draw. From this shared knowledge base, we 

constructed the neighborhoods each character might be from, who they each live with, 

and what their familial relationships are. We chose to disrupt common narratives which 

follow some identity markers, like the racial stereotypes that Maria (Mexican American) 

and Jaylon’s (African American) identities carry. By making the choice to position Maria 

and Jaylon’s characters as middle to upper-middle class, we were working to disrupt the 

class narratives that often follow Brown and Black bodies in society. Additionally, we 

constructed solid familial foundations for each of these characters in an effort to 

demonstrate a spectrum of possibilities for Black and Brown families. For instance, we 

made the choice that Jaylon comes from an upper-middle class, supportive, and educated 

family--a choice which works against the narrative of Black families as only poor, 

disparate and uneducated. Similarly, we constructed Maria’s family as small, middle-

class, and also close-knit, working against the narrative of Mexican American families as 

only large and poor. Though we recognized that the narratives we were working to 

disrupt are a reality for some, constructing these alternative narratives for our characters 

offered a truthful illustration of other realities. Creating opportunities for participants to 

interrogate race, ethnicity, gender, class and privilege through character work situated 

this interrogation in our minds and bodies. 
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Inviting students to attend to realistic representations of agency and oppression in 

devised work requires teachers to remain flexible to the needs of students as they arise. 

Utilizing our knowledge of activating scenes, we began imagining who these characters 

were, and what might happen to them. Building upon our character development, we 

were challenged to bring our choices to life through improvisation. Starting with the 

Maria character, we imagined that she had a teacher who made her feel uncomfortable. 

From this choice, we began to improvise scenes where Maria tells an adult what 

happened to her. In our first try at this, I invited volunteers to improvise Maria and an 

adult character she might tell. Zoi volunteered to play Maria, though I sensed hesitation 

in playing this character from the other students. I volunteered to play the adult character, 

and offered students the opportunity to direct the scene. Zoi and I improvised a scene, 

under the students’ direction, in which Maria tries to tell her bus driver that her teacher 

has made her uncomfortable. While improvising this scene propelled us into creating a 

series of activating scenes, it also served as a reality check for the challenging work in 

which we were engaged. Privileging the experience of the young character invited us to 

consider ways that this character had agency. Additionally, privileging the young 

character’s perspective as the sole space of interrogation required one of the participants 

to get into role as that character. For Zoi, who volunteered to improvise this role first, this 

was a deeply emotionally challenging learning experience. Reflecting on the process that 

day, she wrote: 

Class today was really difficult. It was incredibly difficult to take on the role of a 
child survivor. . . And because we were devising, I really had to get into the 
mindset of a child experiencing that . . . Even though I know the work is very 
important, I need to find a way to guard myself from getting second-hand trauma. 
(Zoi, Journal, 2 October 2014) 
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In this specific moment, I felt pulled between my desire to make space for participant 

agency, and my responsibility to safely navigate students through challenging content.  I 

reflected on my feelings toward my own actions after this session as I sought to 

deconstruct the experience. I wrote, 

It was really challenging to get through, because the topic is difficult for our 
group to talk about, still. [Zoi] had a particularly difficult time, which she voiced 
openly, but volunteered to play the child. After the class, I wondered if I should 
have volunteered to insert myself into the role of the child first, before asking 
someone else to step into the role. (Thomas, Journal, October 2 2014) 

While I made it a priority to facilitate a closing activity that disconnected us from the 

content that day, I knew that I needed to do more to support participant’s experiences in 

working through content that can feel overwhelming. In reflecting on this session I 

considered options to approaching this difficult work moving forward because, as Zoi 

points out, this work is important. Creating space for each of us to acknowledge the 

challenges in embodying oppressive situations allowed us to more deeply connect to the 

reasons we might be doing this work to begin with.   

WATERING OUR SEEDS 

In preparing to share our work with invited community members, we allowed our 

feelings and commitment to the work dictate that which we decided to share. Our sharing 

was constructed as a space of facilitated feedback, and it also functioned as a space of 

witness for the participants. Preceding the sharing, Kalavati reflected, “There’s just a lot 

happening, both in my life and in the world, and I’m ready to be a part of it and do the 

important work.  I’m really proud of how far this project has come and regardless of what 

we got through, I’m excited for whatever happens tomorrow” (Kalavati, Journal, 4 

December 2014). The sharing was positioned for the audience as just that--a sharing of 

the incomplete work we were proud of. This would be the first time that we shared our 
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work with an audience, and also the first time that some of the participants performed in 

front of an audience. Most importantly, it was the first time that we performed as an 

ensemble. In this way, the sharing functioned as an opportunity for witnessing and 

learning. Sharing our work allowed us to construct meaning with an audience of 

participants while applying our learning from the course of the semester. Following the 

performance, we engaged the audience in a highly structured discussion in response to 

our work. We ended our semester-long group process with a final class reflection. 

A socially responsible pedagogy recognizes the critical significance of making 

space for participants to reflect on their emotional experience as learners. In our final 

session following our sharing, we reflected on how we felt in the moment, what we were 

carrying with us from our sharing, and what we were taking away from our experience as 

a whole. Over a shared meal, we engaged in final activities as an ensemble, which offered 

opportunities for us to engage in final reflection and creative production. Through a 

Poster Dialogue, we responded to the same prompts that I offered at the start of the 

semester. Following this, I brought our initial poster responses back out. We compared 

our responses from the start of the semester to our current responses. Through 

comparison, we discerned that participants discovered the value of feeling safe in a 

learning environment and attending to emotions in the learning process, as we did.  

Recognizing that each of us learns best when creating and applying our knowledge, it 

was important to create a final artistic piece as a community.  Reflecting on the course as 

a whole, I invited our group to improvise an oral poem.  Prompting the group to reflect in 

any order, at any time, on what we taught one another, what we learned, what we wanted 

to remember, and what we wanted one another to know as we left our community space.  

Given my attempt to attend to participants’ social and emotional experience as learners, I 
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choose to conclude this chapter with our final creative piece as a group, as transcribed 

from recorded audio: 

 

Discovery 
Happens 
When 
you least expect it 
When 
you work against it 
And let go of our fears 
Change happens 
Change is good 
Change is scary 
Change is joy 
Change creates 
Creating is the best form of learning 
Creating is the best form of living 
We created 
A community 
We taught 
Truth 
We learned from 
Each other 
From risk 
From trial and error 
From jump rope 
From dumproap9 [laughter] 
From hard work 
From fun. 
I will 
Listen and acknowledge 
Miss this 
                                                
9 “dumproap” was a term that emerged during a session and became a source of humor throughout our 
subsequent sessions. When attempting to write “jump rope” on our devising scroll, I (the researcher) wrote 
what looked like “dumproap” accidentally. Participants often recounted the moment throughout the 
remainder of the semester.  
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Keep giving 
Keep growing 
Keep creating.  
(Thomas, Group Poem, “Session 29.”) 
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Chapter 4: Growing Down, Sprouting Up 

Dusk. As the sun whispers its final greeting, I sit anxiously at my desk awaiting 

the arrival of my participants’ reflections on our final session yesterday. These reflections 

offer an opportunity for participants to contextualize all that they have discovered over 

the course of our semester together. Awaiting their arrival, my head and my emotions are 

a mess. It occurs to me that what I feel is a kind of sadness not unlike the kind that comes 

when daylight disappears. Like the day, the community we have created is ephemeral. A 

situated scenario10, my attempt to capture participants’ experiences only offers an essence 

of what those experiences were. In this final chapter, I will critically examine the work 

we created and participants’ reflections on the process. I interrogate my own 

positionalities in this work, and conclude by offering future considerations for artists and 

pedagogues alike.   

(AT) TENDING OUR GARDEN 

Throughout our semester together, we constructed knowledge as a community 

which students then chose to apply in their own communities. When reflecting on our 

learning style through a Poster Dialogue at the beginning of the semester, each participant 

felt that they learned best when given the opportunity to apply their learning to other 

contexts. As participants draw connections between our work and their own worlds, I am 

reminded why I employed socially responsible pedagogy in an Applied Theatre practice.  

Bijli enrolled in this course because of her concentration in Public Health, and positioned 

sexual violence as a Public Health issue. In Bijli’s case, she took her newly gained 

knowledge of Applied Theatre and drama-based pedagogy to facilitate her own workshop 

                                                
10 Scenario: Referring to Diana Taylor’s definition of a scenario. A scene that is temporal. Each time it gets 
repeated it shifts from it’s original form and accumulates new meaning.  Taylor, Diana. The Archive and 
the Repertoire: Cultural Memory and Performance in the Americas. Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2003. Print. 
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with Public Health students at UT. She writes, “Through this course, I realized I learn 

best when I directly apply what I am learning to something that I can create or 

synthesize” (Bijli, Course Reflection, 2, 12 December 2014). Immediately applying her 

learning of new concepts (drama-based pedagogy) to concepts and content areas she was 

familiar with (Public Health) facilitated a deeper learning experience for Bijli. 

Specifically, she experienced the ways that drama-based pedagogy and Applied Theatre 

strategies “allow students/audience[s] to take an active role in the learning process,” and 

recognized this gap in her own field (Bijli, Course Reflection, 6, 12 December 2014). 

Through engagement in a course which employed socially responsible pedagogy in 

conversation with drama-based pedagogy and Applied Theatre, Bijli recognized that “the 

structure of medical education needs [to] slowly start integrating less didactic teaching 

styles, and incorporate more TFD and DBI . . . so that students can get the most in-depth 

and hands-on education” (Bijli, Course Reflection, 6, 12 December 2014). Antonia was 

an educator and theatre artist who enrolled in this course because of her commitment to 

social justice. As a student-teacher pursuing educator certification, she expressed her 

desire to find new teaching strategies to utilize in her classroom. She writes, “As an 

educator, I am always wondering how I can bring topics of social justice and difficult 

topics into the classroom” (Antonia, Course Reflection, 2, 12 December 2014). As a 

teacher, she paid attention to the ways we made meaning in addition to the content we 

were exploring. She reflected on the specific strategies she would take into her classroom 

in addition to drama-based instruction and Applied Theatre strategies as a whole. While 

not naming any specific pedagogy, she notes the ways that this course, “offered different 

perspectives, important research, and new methods of creation and education” to her own 

practice (Antonia, Course Reflection, 3, 12 December 2014). Similarly, Kalavati found it 

important to learn strategies that she could implement in the classroom in her future as an 
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educator. Identifying first as an artist, Kalavati paid attention to her socio-emotional 

experience in our space. While she also states the specific strategies and knowledge-base 

she will take with her, she reflects particularly on how her relationships with the other 

participants affected her ability to engage in the course content. She notes how “we, as a 

group, created a safe space and all of us were able to bring our own life experiences into 

the room” (Kalavati, Course Reflection, 2, 12 December 2014). Referring to how space 

was made for participants to utilize their own knowledge, unique life experiences, and 

ways of making meaning, she acknowledges how this facilitated the creation of a safe 

learning environment. As a community-based artist, Zoi pays particular attention to how 

“a community of artists was built from a random group of students who didn’t all identify 

as [artists] at the beginning of the semester” (Zoi, Course Reflection, 3, 2 January 2015).  

Each time we reflected on our work, participants focused on our process of learning 

while building community. Though this was the case, it was not until long after our 

sessions and reflection ended that I began to understand the possibilities of socially 

responsible pedagogy in an Applied Theatre setting. In this particular case, it was not the 

piece we created that mattered most. What mattered most was the community we created 

while we were creating. It was this community that made our space feel safe, that allowed 

us to ask difficult questions, and invited us to engage more deeply with our work and the 

world around us. 

Pulling Weeds 

Engaging and claiming a socially responsible pedagogy requires me to recognize 

the particular privileges and limitations of the work I carried forth in this research study.  

As a graduate student pursuing a terminal degree at a major research institution, this 

research study is an integral part of my work. Given this, I had a great amount of access 
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to resources that are often not available to other artists, teachers or students. Carrying out 

my work at the University of Texas at Austin afforded me access to a large and 

aesthetically pleasing theatre lobby space to hold my sessions in. I was moved from this 

space during our third class session due to departmental needs, and moved into an even 

larger and private theatre space equipped with all capabilities. I was ultimately granted 

access to this space for the remainder of the semester. Additionally, I was given the 

departmental resources to establish this research study as a course. This meant that I 

could offer students anywhere from one to three hours of course credit to participate in 

this research project, and the ability to negotiate freely how their participation would fit 

into their respective degree programs. This was a major factor in some participants’ 

ability to enroll in the course, and therefore a major privilege inherent in this study. 

Establishing a course also gave me a twice-weekly meeting time, which allowed me to 

have regular sessions with my participants for an entire semester. All of these factors in 

combination aided in my ability to carry out an in-depth research process with students at 

a major public institution. 

I also faced some challenges and limitations within this research study. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, I was solely responsible for recruiting participants for this study. 

While I have the ability to communicate with students within the Theatre and Dance 

department, I was challenged in disseminating information to students outside of the 

department. While I sent personal emails to several advisors and professors throughout 

the university, I was still only able to recruit four participants. As a result, my outcomes 

are representative of a very small number of people who engaged in an experience that is 

specific to this case study. This limited number of participants also meant that my data 

collection, such as note taking or video recording, was very visible to participants. While 

the participants knew that I was collecting data given my own transparency from the 
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beginning, it was impossible to step outside of what was happening in the room without 

halting the process. Though I had a research assistant, I also needed her to participate 

fully in order to allow for paired or group work to take place. This meant that the 

majority of my own experience was captured in reflections following each session, or in 

my discoveries as I documented them here. The choice to privilege our community 

experience from the individual participants’ reflections is tied to this reality, though I am 

also hopeful that doing so allows for a more representative perspective. 

Tied to the limitations described above, I am left wondering how socially 

responsible pedagogy might have informed this process if enacted amongst multiple 

gender-identities. Further, in Socially Responsible Literacy, Selvester and Summers 

ground their theories upon teaching adolescents specifically. While I adapted socially 

responsible pedagogy for adult learners, I wonder how this pedagogy might shape an 

Applied Theatre practice with adolescents, as the authors intended. Participants 

demonstrated how socially responsible pedagogy inspires learners to apply their 

knowledge in their own communities. Given that socially responsible pedagogy works to 

incite students to take creative action against social injustice in their own lives, I wonder 

what possibilities for action exist in engaging youth in a socially responsible devising 

practice. 

As a scholar and practitioner, socially responsible pedagogy forced me to 

transparently acknowledge my emotional experience alongside my participants. Doing so 

helped me realize that this is important in any artistic process. As an artist and activist, I 

have an intellectual responsibility to be vulnerable just as I am asking my collaborators to 

be. Whether in the classroom or art-making space, though in this case these spaces were 

one, I have discovered even more fully the extent to which the artist-facilitator must 

situate themselves as an equal participant in the learning experience. I discovered that 
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doing so allowed participants to see me as a member of this community rather than 

distancing me as their teacher. Making space for vulnerability to sit as a source of 

knowledge among participants invited each of us, including myself, to sink into those 

spaces. Given our content areas, knowing when to lean into my own emotions or step 

back enabled me to be even more in tune with my participants’ experiences. While each 

participant’s needs were different in each moment, my positionality served as a 

surprisingly safe and dependable instrument within this exposing landscape.  

Future Gardens 

In this thesis document, I explored how socially responsible pedagogy allowed us 

to create a community from which to devise an original theatre program. By utilizing a 

pedagogy which invites us to construct meaning socially while engaging in gender and 

racial justice issues, we created a community of learners inspired to apply their learning 

within their own communities. I chose to employ socially responsible pedagogy in this 

case study because I recognize a disconnect between socially-engaged projects11 and the 

pedagogies that inform how these projects are realized. As an artist, I invite other Applied 

Theatre practitioners to consider not only what they are making, but also how they are 

making it. Artists might consider the following questions: What are the pedagogical 

underpinnings, values, and assumptions in the work I am creating? How might employing 

a socially responsible pedagogy invite participants to create work that is even more 

deeply in conversation with and constructed amongst the world around us? As a 

pedagogue, I invite other educators to consider the artistry of their teaching and how 

Applied Theatre and drama-based pedagogy might further support a socially-engaged 

practice. 
                                                
11 Here I am referring to projects in terms of both larger political projects as well as artistic projects, which 
often exist as part of these larger landscapes. 
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OUR GARDEN, CONCLUSION 

Months have passed since we began creating our garden. Varying shades of green, 

red, the deepest purple, deep brown to light cream; our little plot of land now bursts with 

beauty as it offers sustenance to the community that created it. It feeds those who 

nurtured it. Without their hands, heads, and hearts, it wouldn’t exist. My hope is that this 

work invites other artists and pedagogues to dig into the spaces and places we’re afraid 

of, even when we don’t know how. Though the art and content are important, the reason 

we’re creating and teaching is even more so. I hope that along with asking, “What can I 

create?” or “What can I teach?” we also ask, “How can we create it?” I have found that 

through asking these questions, we begin digging toward even more meaningful versions 

of the spaces and places we’re working toward.   

We begin cultivating a community.   
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